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Abstract Nowadays, thanks to the popularization of music streaming services, we gained
access to millions of songs to listen to. One of the methods employed by these services to
support browsing and promote song discovery are playlists. Additionally, creating and sharing playlists over the Internet have become common practices. A playlist can be defined
as a “sequence of songs meant to be listened to as a group”. Research on playlist creation
has been done according to three perspectives: i) manual creation; ii) automatic generation
and recommendation; and iii) assisted playlist creation. In this paper we review previous
research on these three approaches, which we believe are complementary on the subject
of playlist creation. We highlight the importance of combining insights from these three
perspectives to better understand the current problems and methods, criteria and techniques, and how they complement each other. Furthermore, we identify promising research
directions for the three different approaches of playlist creation.
Keywords Music playlists · Manual creation · Playlist generation · Assisted techniques ·
Survey
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1 Introduction
Digital music changed the way we listen to music. Over the last years, several streaming services like Spotify,1 Rdio2 or 8tracks3 changed our conceptions and habits on music selection
and listening. Thanks to these services, we gained access to millions of songs and music listening has become ubiquitous. Nowadays, we can listen to almost any song ever recorded,
anywhere and at any time, using different devices. Like Fields reported in his work [37],
”the line between music that is yours and music you want to listen to fades”. Indeed, this is
one of the reasons why streaming services have become so popular.
However, the access to such vast and diverse music collections did not come problem
free. Selecting and filtering songs has become a strenuous task, as people feel doubtful
about which songs to listen from such huge collections [79]. As a way to solve this problem,
streaming services make use of playlists to promote song discovery, and as an entry point
to help users browsing the huge amount of available songs. Moreover, these services allow
playlist creators to collaborate and share their playlists with friends and followers. Playlists
are used not only to aggregate songs about a specific artist, genre, purpose or theme, but
also as a way to leverage the burden of having to browse these music collections through
the different perspectives of their content and to promote the social status of the playlist
creators.
During the last decade most efforts have been directed at the creation of algorithms for
the automatic generation of playlists, without human intervention. The pioneer work by
Pauws and Eggen [75], or the recent techniques based on different users’ facets and listening
habits like, for instance, the temporal context [47] or daily activities [34] are some examples.
Despite the use of different data, their goal remain the same: to capture and encode the
listener tastes and habits to recommend songs and generate playlists. Bonnin and Jannach
describe that comprehensively in their state-of-the-art survey on automated playlist creation
[14]. Nevertheless, researchers have turned their focus to the role of human intervention
in playlist creation, striving to understand the creators behaviors, needs, techniques and
interaction [23, 52, 78]. Findings from these studies evidence that user feedback should be
included in the techniques to improve them, and also to engage users [93], because they
enjoy creating playlists [52, 60], and as listeners they trust and give preference to handmade
playlists created by them or others, over automatic playlists or recommendations [6, 9, 59].
This preference is mostly related to emotions, the feel that someone spent time preparing
the playlist or performing the recommendation, or that they selected the songs for some
special purpose or occasion. One successful case that evidences this, is the 8tracks website,
that currently has more than eight million active users monthly and contains thousands
of handmade playlists, with songs carefully picked to convey the creators message. The
subscribers of this service enjoy listening to playlists created by others and also to create
new playlists. This is a tendency in music consumption as researchers and industry realize
the importance of the personal touch in playlist creation.
In this paper we survey the topic of playlist creation according to three perspectives:
manual (individual song picking), automatic (no human intervention) and through the use
of assisted techniques (guided and visual creation). We believe these are complementary

1 http://www.spotify.com
2 http://www.rdio.com
3 http://www.8tracks.com
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approaches for playlist creation, from which we can get insights to understand the current
problems, methods, criteria and techniques employed.
Manual creation is the most basic and old approach for playlist creation, as it is the
simplest (but not the easiest) way of creating playlists through individual song picking and
selection. Our goal on reviewing work on this topic is to identify criteria, methods and habits
on playlist creation regarding time, effort, goals and purposes.
Automatic approaches can generate playlists almost without human intervention, leveraging the effort required by creators in the process. Both Sneha et al. [83] and Bonnin et
al [14] presented updated surveys on automated playlist, focusing on the algorithms and
mechanisms applied for playlist generation. Therefore, here we summarize their works and
correlate them with manual creation techniques. Whenever required we refer to these papers
for a more complete research on automatic generation.
Finally, assisted techniques engage users in browsing and playlist creation tasks by assisting them throughout the process using visualization techniques [93]. In this topic we studied
interactive visualization techniques to withdraw insights on the use of such techniques to
ease playlist creation.
These three approaches cover different facets of playlist creation and provide a broader
understanding on how to create playlists, the current trends and their limitations. To the best
of our knowledge, no broad analysis covering different perspectives, as we present here, has
been made. Most surveys about playlist creation focused on a single perspective (automatic
generation or recommendation) [14].
In the remainder of this paper we start by describing in Section 2 the background for
playlist creation, defining the concept of playlist, the types of playlists and desirable properties for them. In Section 3 we review the state-of-the-art work in playlist creation, focusing
on manual, automatic and assisted creation. Section 4 summarizes and discusses the advantages and limitations of the three approaches. Finally, in Section 5 we conclude the paper
and present possible research paths to explore.

2 Background
In this section we describe the background for understanding playlist creation techniques.
To this end, we provide an incursion throughout history to evidence the origin of the term
Playlist, and end up with a clear definition for the concept. Furthermore, we discuss the
different types of playlists and their desirable properties as found in the literature.

2.1 History of the playlist
Figure 1 depicts the key moments in the history of the Playlist since the times before
recorded music to the current digital era.
The term playlist was first used around the beginning of the 20th century during radio
dissemination, to describe an unordered set of songs [16]. However, its origin goes back to
the period of non-recorded music, when related concepts begun to take shape. By this time,
around 1850’s, the concepts of mixing and coherence within concert programs started to
gain relevance [58]. Instead of assembling musical pieces to maximize coverage of taste,
they were selected to convey and express the intentions of the program director, leaning
towards his personality and preferences.
During the late 19th and early 20th centuries, radio broadcasting, and audio recording
and playback inventions led the next step towards the present day. These two technological
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Before Recorded Music
- Curated set of songs
- Combined to maximize
taste coverage

Early Radio
- Broadcasng
- Phonograph brings
recorded music
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Disco & Hip-Hop
- Connuous mixing
- Beat Matching and
phrase alignment
- Hip-Hop: Djs became
live remixers

1910’s - 1970
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through radio
- First use of the term
playlist
- Personality driven
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At the internet age
- MP3 audio compression
allows for easy sharing of
music
- Streaming over the
internet
- Cloud stored playlists

Present Day Time

The Playlist Goes Personal
- Portable audio players
-Mixtapes used for
recommendaon and
discovery

Fig. 1 The playlist history

innovations made music accessible to a larger audience without the physical presence of
the performers. As radio began to be more disseminate, some genres like Rock & Roll
and R’n’B emerged and become more pushed [90]. Once again, like what happened while
assembling musical pieces to concert programs, much of the programming in radio was
driven by hosts’ personality, their tastes and preferences. Nonetheless, by that time, song
selection was also heavily influenced by external constrains, like for instance, the sales.
Back in the mid 1970’s, Disc Jokeys (DJs) introduced the concepts of continuous mixing and the ”elimination of space between songs played back in sequence”, which have
remained used till the present day. Later on, continuous mixing was pushed further with the
rise of the hip-hop culture, where DJs become live remixers and the turntable their instrument [2]. By the same time, portable audio devices emerged (specially the Walkman), which
drove to the popularity of cassette tapes [36]. The usage of tapes became wide spread,
allowing the combination and reordering of different songs into personal mixtapes [17].
Mixtapes were therefore used as a mean for recommendation and discovery, as everyone
could record and distribute them socially. People were able to record mixtapes in the order
of their preference.
Along with the change from the analogical (or physical) to digital age, the playlist took a
further step to its current understanding. With the formation of the World Wide Web and the
psychoacoustic audio compression (MPEG layer 3), sharing mixtapes without the physical
constrains became possible [39]. Moreover, besides the personal exchange of songs and
mixtapes, radio streaming became a reality (broadcasting radio over the WWW), although
they have remained similar to the traditional terrestrial broadcast for a while. Nonetheless,
online broadcasting made it possible for a station to reach more people in the world, while
at the same reducing the cost for a new station to emerge.
Nowadays, the current trend is towards common web-based storage of playlists, where
streaming services either provide listenable content or links to buy them, and promote
sharing and discovery behaviors. Some examples include Spotify, Rdio, 8tracks or more
recently the Apple Music.4
In short, despite all the technological advances during the last century, the definition of
playlist is still under discussion till present day. The analysis of the history of the playlist
4 https://www.apple.com/music/
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depicted here shows us the emergence of several concepts that are still nowadays related
with playlists, such as: i) mixing and coherence of songs in playlists; ii) ordering and
combination to maximize satisfaction (or profit in some cases); iii) influence of individual preferences / tastes for song selection; iv) the need for smooth transitions to maintain a
continuous flow.
In the following section we further discuss the definition of playlist.

2.2 Playlist definition
The concept of playlist has been changing and evolving since its origin until current days,
and although there have been indecisions about its definition throughout the literature (and
their nomenclature), it is noteworthy the definition presented both by Fields [37, 38] and
Bonnin et al. [14], as it stands out as the most commonly accepted one. According to these
authors, a playlist can be described as an ”ordered sequence of songs meant to be listened
to as a group”.
This definition highlights three key aspects of a playlist: 1) it consists in a set of songs, 2)
the songs have an explicit order, 3) they are intended to be listened as a whole. Notice that
although the songs have an explicit order, its importance has decayed over time, because
nowadays most listeners play them in random or shuffle modes [62]. On one side, this
shuffling behavior has been influenced by the playback policy of streaming services, such
as those imposed by 8tracks that shuffles a playlist after the first time we listen to it. On
the other side, the shift to the digital era of the collaborative and sharing platforms, gave
creators the freedom to easily change the order of the songs as they please, and for listeners
to choose how they would reproduce the playlist.
Playlists have also inherited some characteristics from mixtapes (or mixes). In [30], the
authors distinguish between mix tape and playlist. For these authors a mix tape is usually
considered as a set of songs with some defined length, a strong defined theme, where
order is important, and is often for sharing, while the playlist is more personal, varies
in length and is less structured. This differences are linked back to the time of physical
mixtapes, when songs were recorded in CDs or Cassette Tapes, that imposed a maximum
number of songs and a fixed order. Nevertheless, in our increasingly digital world these
two concepts share most of the pinpointed characteristics. Thereby, we complement the
definition presented above, by providing a more complete definition of playlist:
“A playlist is an arbitrary sequence of songs meant to be listened to as a group and
that fit a certain theme or purpose either for individual reproduction or sharing.”
This definition is brief enough to remain simple, but still flexible to accommodate the
characteristics of different types of playlists as described in the following section.

2.3 Types of playlists
A recorded mixtape, a pre-recorded DJ set/mix, a live DJ set, a radio show log, or an
album are just a few examples of playlists that fit our definition. In fact, there have been
attempts in the literature to categorize these different types of playlists. Two complementary
categorizations have been performed by Fields [37, 38] and Bonnin et al. [14].
Fields classifies playlists according to the relationship between the creator of the
playlist, the producer, and the listener of the playlist, the consumer. Four entities are considered in his approach (both producers and consumers): 1) the expert, someone who lives or
makes money for creating playlists; 2) the listener, the person that listens to the playlists; 3)
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the peer, an amateur that creates playlists; 4) the self, to identify the same entity in specific
contexts. By using this taxonomy different playlists can be classified by simply adapting
the roles of the producer and the listener.
Bonnin et al. categorize playlists into six types: 1) Broadcast radio playlists, 2) Personalized radio playlists, 3) Amateur playlists, 4) Club playlists, 5) Album tracklists and 6)
Compilations tracklists. This categorization implicitly relies on the relationship between
the creator of the playlist and the intended target or goal. For instance, broadcast radio
playlists are created by experts in radio stations for the listeners of that radio, and amateur
playlists are created by regular people either for other peers, or even for themselves.
Despite minor differences, by carefully analyzing these two categorizations, we unveiled
associations between them. In Table 1 we correlate the two perspectives, providing a
description of the playlists types we consider throughout this research.

2.4 Desirable properties for playlists
Understanding and unveiling the properties of a good playlist is important to improve current methods and techniques for creating them. For example, the preference or familiarity
with some songs, the structure and diversity of the playlist, or the songs freshness and coolness, are factors that influence the perceived quality of a playlist [12, 37]. Back in 1997, de
Mooij [31] conducted an evaluation with 14 participants to ascertain which of eight factors
had the biggest effect on a playlist. The results of this evaluation revealed thatsong selection
was rated by users as the most important factor. However, the work left open the question
of what makes the songs right for the playlist, in particular, the idea of musical taste for the
long-term, slow-to-change preferential commitment to a genre that can have an impact.
Elements of the order in which the songs are arranged in a playlist also have an impact on
perceiving the quality of a playlist. Song transitions, the overall structure of a playlist and
the occurrence of serendipity are some properties that evidence the importance of order [31].
Other elements can have a further effect on preference, especially a listener’s mood and
the context (i.e. activities, time, location, etc.). One particularly important factor is how
familiar a listener is with a song. It has been shown that people will often prefer listening to
familiar songs that they like less than non-familiar songs [37].
In a recent work, Jannach et al. [50] analyzed the characteristics of thousands of playlists
created and shared online. They relied on the musical and meta-data features to understand desirable characteristics of playlists. The most desirable properties discovered by
the authors were: Popularity, Freshness, Homogeneity and diversity, Musical Features,
Transition and Coherence. Notice that most of these findings are the same that were found
Table 1 Characterization of the different playlist types based on the relationship between the creator and
the listener of the playlist
Playlist type

Entity relationship

Description

Broadcast radio playlists

Expert to listener

Made by DJs in radio stations

Personalized radio playlists

Peer to peer

Generated by Web Music Services

Amateur playlists

Peer to peer; Listener to self

Made by nonprofessional music
enthusiasts

Club playlists

Expert to listener

Playlists made by DJs in clubs

Album tracklists and compilations tracklists

Expert to listener

Made by Artists or Labels
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in previous studies [31] and throughout the history of the playlist as described in Section 2.1.
Thereby, we provide a brief description of their findings and some possible applications of
these properties:
–

–

–

–

–

Popularity: Whenever we talk about popular songs in a playlist, they should come first
in playlists. They should not be ”too obvious” nonetheless, but instead provide a ”great
opening” for the rest of the playlist.
Freshness: Playlists should be homogeneous regarding freshness (the release date).
Results evidence that listeners prefer recent songs and playlists are often quite uniform
with regard to freshness. However, other studies reveal that this preference is related to
other constraints, such as age5 ,6 .
Homogeneity and diversity: Creators tend to keep the playlist homogeneous regarding both artist and genre. However, balancing homogeneity with song diversity is
mandatory to maximize the listeners’ satisfaction.
Musical Features: Creators value musical features differently. Findings from these
studies identified Energy and Hottness as the most relevant ones. Danceability, Loudness and Tempo were not considered very important.
Transition and Coherence: Much like maintaining a playlist homogeneous, maintaining smooth transitions and coherence are two other key properties of good playlists.
Nonetheless, the findings of these studies [14] suggest that usually the second halves of
the playlists have a lower coherence than the first halves, which might denote that the
songs of the second halves seem to be slightly less carefully selected than those of the
first halves.

In summary, although assembling a playlist can be seen almost as an art, good playlists
share some intrinsic properties, like for instance, a smooth flow between songs, or a strong
coherence and homogeneity. Nonetheless, more research is required to fully understand
what makes a good playlist. Indeed, it would be interesting to compare the importance of
those properties for both the creators and listeners of the playlists.

3 Playlist creation techniques
Different techniques have been applied and developed to support playlist creation. In this
section we analyze the state-of-the-art research in playlist creation according to three perspectives: 1) manual (individual song picking), 2) automatic (no human intervention) and
through the use of 3) assisted techniques (guided and visual creation). These three complementary approaches cover different facets of the playlist creation process and provide a
broader understanding on how to create playlists.

3.1 Manual playlist creation
Ever since the days of the radio, manual playlist creation has been the way of creating
playlists over the years [37]. Generally, it consists n purpose or goal, to convey a message

5 http://musicmachinery.com/2014/02/13/age-specific-listening/
6 http://skynetandebert.com/2015/04/22/music-was-better-back-then-when-do-we-stop-keeping-up-with-popular-

music/
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or to express feelings [30]. In the following subsections we look at the details about this
method of playlist creation.

3.1.1 Styles
Overall, creators start by thinking about a few particular songs to add to a playlist and proceed from that by browsing the music collection, either filtering by album, artist, genre, or
even using similarity between the artists, as it happens nowadays. Then, when they have all
the songs they want in the playlist, they can reorder them to get a better flow and transition
between songs [30]. Most music players and streaming services support this approach, by
letting users browse their collections using traditional list-based visualizations.
Other playlist creation styles have been identified by Lehtiniemi et al. [60] during an
experimentation with a playlist generation approach. Table 2 summarizes these styles.
Notice that while some require more effort and interaction from the users (like Style
2 playlists), others evidence less attention to the playlist creation process (like Style 3
playlists). This categorization suggests different playlisting behaviors and profiles. So far,
to the best of our knowledge, no research have been performed to analyze the different
profiles of playlist creators.

3.1.2 How people create playlists
Although the description of the manual playlist creation process seems to characterize manual playlist creation as being simple and straightforward, there are several hitches hidden in
it, that are essential to understand the creation process, namely: i) what are the purposes for
creating a playlist (and how these influence the choice of the songs); ii) how do users initiate browsing tasks and what criteria do they use to select songs; iii) what are the roles of the
properties that make a good playlist (such as, order and song position, flow and transitions)
in manual creation.
Cunningham et al. [30] presented an analysis about playlist creation (and mixes) by collecting data on how people manually create and organize playlists. The findings from this
study revealed that people create playlists for several reasons, namely: i) to serve as the
background for other activities (such as traveling, studying or exercising at the gym); ii) to convey
or express an emotion; iii) to be used in an event, like for instance, a party or a wedding.
These authors also find interesting results regarding the order of the songs and the
length of the playlist. Their findings unveil that though the order of the songs is “usually

Table 2 Different styles of
manual playlist creation [60]

Description
Style 1

User chooses full albums for the playlist with the
original song order and wants to hear the whole album
as an entity

Style 2

User chooses individual songs from music catalog
(with individual songs from different artists randomly
ordered) for playlists

Style 3

User chooses all songs from the music catalog to the
playlist and plays them randomly

Style 4

User chooses individual songs from music collection
(music collection contains full albums) to the playlist
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significant”, there are no clear rules for sorting the songs in a playlist. Despite that, participants presented some rough descriptions for it: i) there cannot be more than two songs from
the same artist or genre in sequence, unless there is ”a special link” between the songs; ii)
consecutive songs should have complementary styles or sounds, to avoid the ”clash of one
song against another” during the mix; iii) the first song on the playlist should be good, however, not the best one of the list; iv) the final song should be carefully selected, as it might
leave a ”pleasant memory of the list”. This evidences different rules for playlist creation
and that they are not indeed very strict and clear, indicating that more research is required
to get a deeper comprehension. Regarding the average length of the playlists, their findings
confirm what we have describe in Section 2.2, about the differences between old mixtapes
and playlists. Though in the past, the length of a playlist used to be linked to the medium
used for recording it, like tapes or CDs with few songs (up to 20 songs on average), in current digital environments, either streaming services or personal collections, the length of
playlists can be completely arbitrary, depending on its purpose.
Stumpf and Muscroft [84] conducted a study to analyze how users create playlists for
different music listening contexts: 1) a Large Party, 2) a Small Gathering and 3) a Private
Travel. The authors investigated what features users apply to characterize music and how the
context influence the attention put on these features. To achieve their goals, they identified
shared terms (or features) used by users (both listeners and creators) to describe music, and
how the listening context influenced the attention given by users to that features.
According to these authors, most of the participants do not share exactly the same vocabulary to describe the songs. Once again, this is indeed a fact that makes the playlist creation
process harder. Despite that, they were able to distinguish between two categories of features
from the descriptions given by the participants: 1) intrinsic song characteristics, which are
based on ”what the users know about the songs alone”; ii) context-related characteristics,
which are related to the context where the songs are about to be listened, assuming that listening to music is not the primary task. Intrinsic song characteristics are mainly about audio
content-based features, namely: Tempo, Rhythmic Quality, Composition, Texture (about
the different voices in songs, for instance, male vs. female) and Volume. Regarding contextrelated characteristics, the authors highlight the prominence, social catalyst and audience
type features. Their findings revealed that: i) Tempo and Genre may be relatively contextindependent; ii) Mood is an important feature for the Private Travel use case; iii) Popularity
and Age are more important for use cases involving other listeners (Large Party and Small
Gathering); iv) Rhythmic Quality was frequently used to describe the Large Party use case.

3.1.3 Advantages and drawbacks
Manual creation is not problem free. Indeed, it is time consuming, with creators taking a lot
of time selecting and discovering the best songs to include in a playlist [14]. This is even
worse nowadays, because people are using more and more streaming services, and therefore, having access to larger music collections. In fact, the choice from endless songs [79]
is a difficult problem to solve when using manual methods only. This is clearly an evidence
that complementing manual creation with automatic suggestions, can be a possible improvement for playlist creation solutions. Moreover, these techniques can ease the burden of song
selection carried by creators, while enabling their playlists to promote song discovery.
In short, manual song picking might be the simplest approach for assembling a playlist,
but it is a complex subject with several problems that require attention from researchers.
To solve some of them, like for instance, promote song discovery (and serendipity),
researchers have turned their attention to automatic solutions, which are less expensive,
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less time-consuming and can be used to adapt to different listeners’ tastes and behaviors.
The following section describes the state of the art research in automatic music playlist
generation.

3.2 Automatic playlist generation
Automatic or automated solutions for playlist generation have received the most attention
and effort from researchers during the last decade. These mechanisms can adapt to different
users’ tastes and listening habits, by capturing preferences about each individual behaviors
and therefore, easing the burdens of manual creation. Indeed, it is the absence of human
intervention along with the development of more powerful machines that made this type of
techniques so popular, where the machines become the creators and us the listeners.
Research on these techniques has been essentially performed on the algorithms that
encode preferences and tastes and perform the suggestion of sets of songs. In the following
sections we go further in the analysis of this type of approaches for playlist creation.

3.2.1 The playlist generation problem
When we argue about automatic or automated playlisting techniques it is relevant to use the
term playlist generation instead of playlist creation. In these techniques, because almost
no human interaction is used (or almost any interaction), it is named generation, as the focus
are the algorithms that perform the creation.
“The playlist generation problem typically consists in creating such a list given either
some seed information or semantic description” [13]. Formally, one can describe the problem as how to create a sequence of tracks fulfilling a set of target characteristics in the best
possible way, using a pool of tracks and a background knowledge database [14]. The seed
information can be an ordered set of tracks corresponding to the creators’ listening history
[33], and the target characteristics a description of the purpose of the playlist constrained
by the desirable properties of a good playlist (see Section 2.4). On popular platforms such
as Last.fm, for example, sequences of songs are automatically generated starting from some
seed song or artist. Other sites such as 8tracks allow users to share their manually created
playlists with others. In either case, the playlists usually contain at least some items which
are novel for the listener [12], or suitable for a specific purpose.
There are a number of aspects that make the playlist creation task challenging, namely:
1) the large number of available tracks (large collections); 2) the issues on acquiring information about the tracks; 3) the taste and preferences of the listeners; 4) the context for
which the playlist is going to be created. In the following we discuss the strategies used in
state-of-the-art playlist generation techniques, to address these challenges.

3.2.2 Playlist generation techniques
A considerable number of techniques to automatically generate playlists have been proposed
during the last years. Bonnin et al. [14] and Sneha et al. [83] both presented surveys about
automatic solutions for playlist generation. These authors give details about the generation
process and algorithms applied, the challenges that make the topic interesting, a categorization and description of the different solutions to address playlist generation, highlighting
the main advantages and drawbacks. Since these surveys make a thorough and up-to-date
characterization of this subject, here we summarize their insights, referring to their work
whenever we require a closer analysis.
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These authors classify playlist generation algorithms into seven categories (Fig. 2): 1)
Similarity-based Algorithms; 2) Collaborative Filtering; 3) Frequent Pattern Mining; 4)
Statistical Models; 5) Case-Based Reasoning; 6) Discrete Optimization and 7) Hybrid Techniques. Table 3 summarizes the advantages and drawbacks of each solution, while in the
following paragraphs we provide a brief description of each category.

Similarity-based algorithms Similarity-based approaches rely on the closeness or similarity between songs, using a distance function (like for instance, the Euclidean distance
[53]), to generate playlists. Different data can be used as input for the distance function,
like for instance, features extracted from the audio signal or metadata, like the artist or
genre [82]. Some strategies for selecting the most suitable songs for a playlist, include for
instance: i) selecting songs based on their distance to a seed song; ii) according to the similarity with the previously selected tracks; iii) selecting similar songs to the favorite ones of
a particular user.
Collaborative filtering Collaborative-filtering (CF) methods have been the predominant
approaches in the field of Recommender Systems, and they typically work by learning past
user listening behavior, and recommending songs to a user based on ratings of those songs
by other users with similar tastes [11, 27, 56]. Although most of the collaborative filtering
techniques were not specifically designed for playlist generation, they can be applied for
that purpose by changing the data used in the user-item rating matrix.
Frequent pattern mining Frequent pattern mining approaches for playlist generation are
based on a principle of neighborhood, considering both local and global patterns in the data,
which can be grouped either using association rules and sequential patterns. Typically,
association rules are applied when the order of the elements in the pattern is not relevant,
while sequential patterns are used when the order of elements is relevant. Choosing between
these two types of rules depends on the data characteristics [26, 28]. To automatically perform playlist generation, frequent patterns can be extracted from manually created playlists.

Fig. 2 Overview of the most common techniques for playlist generation. For details about the algorithms
and their parametrization, please refer to Bonnin et al. [14]
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Table 3 Advantages and Drawbacks of the different techniques for automatic playlist generation
Automatic creation techniques

Advantages

Drawbacks

Similarity-based

Scale to large music collections;
creates homogenous playlist

Promotes little diversity and song
discovery

Collaborative filtering

Extensive research on collaborative
filtering methods; Adapts to past
preferences

Requires many data to perform
accurately

Frequent pattern mining

Generated playlists can implicitly
reproduce the observed characteristics of manually defined playlist

Quality of the playlists generated
depends on the number and quality of the playlists used for pattern
mining

Statistical method

Plenty of algorithms for optimizing
the playlist generation

Learning process of these algorithms can be time consuming

case-based reasoning

Low computational complexity
when a limited number of cases is
used

Do not scale well for repositories
with many cases

Discrete Optimization

Generation can satisfy most of the
target characteristics, when background knowledge is accurate

Most solutions are computational
complex and expensive; scalability
issues

Hybrid techniques

Combination of different techniques to overcome individual limitations; Can adapt to different contexts

Can be more expensine and time
consuming than a sub-optimal solution

When some songs appear together in these playlists, one can assume that they share some
characteristics and that they fulfill the intended purpose of the creator.

Statistical models Another approach for automatic playlist generation is through the use
of statistical models. Markov models are the simplest algorithms used in the approaches.
For these models, one assume that each song is only dependent on the previous one, and
can estimate the transition probabilities applying different strategies, like for instance: i) the
co-occurrence of songs in the playlists, ii) content-based similarity or metadata.
Case-based reasoning Case-based reasoning solutions explore information about past
problem settings (named cases) to solve new problems [1]. Furthermore, these approaches
work first by storing a set of representative cases along with their solutions in the case
repository, and then, given a new problem instance, search for similar cases that might help
solve the current problem.
Two relevant case-based reasoning solutions can be found in the literature [4, 5]. In the
first work the researchers presented an approach to find the playlists considered to be the
most useful, instead of finding the most similar ones, based on a given seed track. The same
authors proposed another technique for a broadcasting radio, where user preferences are
mapped in cases, to adapt the selected tracks for a target set of listeners.

Discrete optimization Another approach for automatic playlist generation is to see it as
a discrete optimization problem. The goal of these approaches is to create a playlist with
songs that satisfy a set of defined constraints. Different constraints can be used, like for
instance, the transitions between songs, or a given start / end song.
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Some examples of playlist generation techniques using discrete optimization include the
work developed by Aucouturier and Pachet [3], where the authors propose creating playlists
by iteratively enhancing a randomly chosen playlist through a local search procedure [49,
76].

Hybrid techniques Hybrid techniques have been used to overcome individual drawbacks, by combining the advantages of the different techniques employed. They have been
extensively researched over the last years in the field of Recommender Systems [23] and
specifically for playlist generation.
Hybridization methods can be classified into seven categories as depicted in Table 4,
namely: Weighted, Switching, Mixed, Feature Combination, Cascade, Feature Augmentation and Meta-level. Though not initially designed for playlists generation, some examples
of hybrid methods can be found in the literature, like for instance, the work developed by
McFee and Lackriet [67], where the authors used a weighted hybridization approach, combining algorithms based on song similarity and song familiarity. Hariri et al. [45] also used
a weighted strategy that combined a frequent pattern mining algorithm with a k-Nearest
Neighbors (kNN) approach.

3.2.3 Advantages and drawbacks
Automatic solutions can adapt to users tastes, leverage the effort of song selection from the
millions available, and promote song discovery. However, they are not problem free. These
techniques are focused on the algorithms used and they lack control and transparency during
the creation process. Most of these solutions are independent of user interaction and act like
black boxes, hiding the rationale of the decisions behind the suggestions performed. These
two factors, control and transparency, have been studied over the last couple of years, with
results revealing that they are desired features for recommender systems [54, 87]. Studies
have confirmed that solutions which induce users with the sense of control and transparency,
increase the trustiness that they have in them, even when they do not perform so well in
typical system-based evaluations (like for instance, in the task of predicting user ratings for
songs) [54].
Assisted approaches that apply visualization techniques to support a manual playlist creation and control the over automatic algorithms stand out as a possible solution for creating
Table 4 Classification of hybridization methods proposed by burke [18]
Hybridization method

Description

Weighted

The scores (or votes) of several recommendation techniques are combined together to produce a single recommendation.

Switching

The system switches between recommendation techniques depending
on the current situation.

Mixed

Recommendations from several different recommenders are presented
at the same time.

Feature combination

Features from different recommendation data sources are thrown
together into a single recommendation algorithm.

Cascade

One recommender refines the recommendations given by another.

Feature augmentation

Output from one technique is used as an input feature to another.

Meta-level

The model learned by one recommender is used as input to another.
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playlists, because they give control to users and make collections and algorithms transparent [87]. In the following section, we review research on playlist creation using interactive
assisted approaches, highlighting the use of different techniques and the application of both
manual playlist creation and automatic algorithms.

3.3 Assisted playlist creation
On one side, users enjoy creating playlists manually and give preference to handcrafted
playlists [52], but this is time consuming and impracticable for large collections. On the
other side, automatic algorithms can model users’ tastes and preferences without their intervention, and perform suggestions based on past listening habits, leveraging the burden and
time spent for song selection. Nonetheless, the latter solutions remove control over the
creation process from users and lack transparency. Although both approaches for playlist
generation have advantages and drawbacks, we can benefit from each other, by developing techniques that can set a bond between manual and automatic methods. Interactive
techniques for an assisted (or semi-automatic) playlist creation seems the natural path to
follow [40].
During the last decade, researchers have developed and studied different visualization
techniques for browsing and representing music collections, based on the structure of the
music library, data from the songs (both content features or metadata [22]), external data
from the web or the habits and behaviors of users. They support playlist creation and provide
different perspectives of the underlying music collection through browsing techniques. Furthermore, interactive visualization techniques present various benefits for playlist creation:
i) they are interactive; ii) provide control during the creation process; iii) make the creation
task more transparent and iv) engage users. In the following we discuss these properties
according to playlist creation.

3.3.1 Interactivity
“The central feature of recent computer visualization systems is interactivity (...) and you
can add interaction to anything” [35].
Static visualization techniques can provide representations of music collections, suggested songs, etc. to support either the mapping of the underlying data or to allow users
to get insights from them [19]. They make it visually appealing and possibly unveil new
knowledge from the data [8, 33].
However, it is interactivity (responsiveness) that allows users to engage in playlist creation by interacting with the visualizations, manipulating and adapting filters, changing
parameters, etc. As Kosara et al. [57] reported, ”The user is able to understand the information better, if the representation is not simply static, but rather he or she can interact with
it”, making interactivity essential for playlist creation.

3.3.2 Control
Control, or the sense of control, has a major role in playlist creation. Creators like to have
control over their actions [81] and they trust in solutions that provide them with a sense of
control [52].
Interactive visualization techniques engage people in browsing tasks by putting them in
control [65, 93]. These techniques expose mechanisms for selecting and filtering songs,
positioning and reordering songs, etc. They support control for manual creation, but also
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for managing and interacting with automatic approaches, like for instance, adjusting their
parameters, or providing feedback [15].
Though control is a good feature of these techniques, it is important to bear in mind that
different levels of control for playlist creation should be supported, each depending on the
purpose of the playlist [40].

3.3.3 Transparency
Not only visualization techniques allow users to interactively control the playlist creation
process, but they also make it transparent by providing visual representations of the songs,
the music collection or even recommendations / suggestions [73].
Previous research in recommender systems have shown that visualization techniques
improve transparency in several aspects [87], like for instance, it can visually combine multiple sources of recommendations or provide explanations about those recommendations.
On music collections, it allows users to get insights about the content of the collection, providing a visual representation of it [32, 85]. Moreover, previous studies provide evidence
that solutions which induce users with the sense of control and transparency, increase the
trustiness that users have on them [54].

3.3.4 Engagement
“People often have no well-defined needs and rarely look for one specific item. Furthermore, most of their time is spent in browsing-alike activities and they may identify the match
when they see it” [24]. Furthermore, as described by the authors, the pleasure of seeking
and discovering new songs is usually the driver behind this browsing behavior, and not an
information need [93].
When selecting songs for a playlist, exploratory behavior is a common practice as we
discussed in Section 3.1, and highly interactive solutions that give users a sense of control,
engage them in exploratory tasks [65].

3.3.5 Techniques
During the last decade, several approaches for supporting playlist creation have been developed using visualization techniques. In the following subsections we describe research for
the different visualization techniques, focusing on how they are created, on how the features are used for it, and how users are assisted to create playlists with them. Whenever
appropriate we relate them with the manual and automatic creation approaches. In Table 5
we summarize the most prominent techniques developed, by performing a categorization
according to the type of the main visualization technique employed and the features they
use.

Maps Map visualizations are useful techniques to represent large sets of data, by providing an overview of them. Several map visualizations can be extensively found in the
literature and they have been applied for representing music collections and supporting
playlist creation at least during the last decade. Most used techniques include Self Organizing Maps (SOM) [55], Treemaps [80], and other non-typical techniques [25, 46, 61].
Though some map visualizations, like for instance Treemaps, can be the visual representation of a node-and-link dataset (a graph), we decided to separate the techniques in terms of
the visualizations generated and not the data used.
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Table 5 Assisted techniques for playlist creation grouped by the type of visualization used
Type

Work

Features used

Playlist creation
methods

Map

Graphs

Dots

Radar

Islands of music [71]

Acoustic features

Seed-based; Path
drawing

Torrens et al. [85]

Metadata

Manual selection

MusicMiner [69]

Acoustic features

Manual selection

PlaySOM [70]

Acoustic features

Manual selection;
Path drawing

3D Islands of music [53]

Acoustic features

Seed-based; Path
drawing

Globe of music [61]

Acoustic features

Seed-based

MusicBox [64]

Acoustic Features

Path
drawing;
Similarity-based

Mobile music explorer [42]

Listening History

Similarity-based;
Path drawing

MusicSim [25]

Acoustic features

Similarity-based

MuVis [32]

Acoustic features

Manual
Selection;
Similarity-based

Geoshuffle [68]

User
paths;
Acoustic features

Similarity-based

Musicovery

Unknown

Similarity-based

Crampes [28]

Song sequence

Statistical models

RAMA [43]

Metadata

Manual selection

Carreira [21]

Acoustic
features; Lyrics

Manual selection;
Similarity-based

Smarter playlists

Metadata

Manual
parametrization;
Similarity-based

Musicream [41]

Acoustic features

Manual selection;
Similarity-based

Vignoli [89]

Rhythm; Mood;
Genre; Year

Path Drawing

MOODetector [20]

Acoustic features

Similarity-based;
Path drawing

AudioRadar [48]

Speed; Rhythm;
Tone; Mood

Manual Selection

Self Organizing Maps [55] have been one of the most used map visualizations. Islands
of Music (IoM) [71] is a content-based visualization technique for music collections. This
technique displays songs in a virtual 2D map with islands and seas, using the SOM to determine the placement of songs in the map, and the Smoothed Data Histogram (SDH) [72] for
calculating the topology of the map. In this visualization water represents the absence of
songs, and the islands a concentration of songs. IoM uses a similarity metric between songs
determined based on acoustic features from songs. A similar approach was developed by
Knees [53], which uses a three-dimensional visualization of the islands and seas metaphor
presented by Pampalk. Again, similarity between songs was determined using content
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features (the rhythm patterns). To facilitate the recognition and browsing mechanisms, the
authors enriched the map with web-based keywords and artwork from the albums. Although
these techniques were not specifically designed to support playlist creation, they allow the
creation of playlists using both similarity-based approaches or through path drawing on the
maps. Other SOM-based techniques include the PlaySOM and the PocketSOMPlayer [70],
and the Globe of Music [61]. PlaySOM and PocketSOMPlayer are two novel interfaces to
browse music collections by navigating maps of clustered songs based on content features.
The former was primarily designed to allow interaction with large-screen devices, whereas
the latter was implemented for mobile devices. Two modes for playlist generation are supported in these approaches: 1) rectangular selection to select entire clusters of music; 2) path
drawing, to create playlists with smoother transitions between genres. Both playlist generation methods are based on song similarity. Globe of Music [61] is a solution for browsing
and visualizing music collections through the use of a 3D globe. Each vertex in the structure
represents a song in the collection (using its artwork), and the songs are placed according
to their similarity using acoustic features. Though playlist generation was not the authors’
main goal, one can rely on seed-based methods (similarity) to generate a playlist.
MusicMiner is another SOM-based approach for representing a music collection [69].
Playlist generation can be performed by manually selecting songs from the map. Nonetheless, even though content-based features are used, automatic playlist generation using this
information was left out from the approach.
MusicBox [64] is an interactive music collection browser that represents the music collection in a two-dimensional space. Songs are mapped to the visualization by applying
PCA (Principal Components Analysis) to contextual (genre, artist) and content-based features (rhythm, timbre, etc.). Similarly to other works, this approach allows users to generate
playlists by creating a path between songs represented in the map.
Maps have also been used in mobile contexts. For example, Goussevskaia et al. [42] proposed a map visualization for a mobile solution that supports browsing and playlist creation
by letting users draw a path over the map. The visualization is generated by using song similarity derived from past listening preferences, extracted from public sources. GeoShuffle is
another content-based music browsing and exploration for mobile devices [68]. The authors
propose a map visualization called selforganizing tag clouds (based on a SOM), ”a 2D tag
cloud representation of a self-organizing map calculated using audio features”. Moreover,
GeoShuffle takes advantage of the mobile context (time and location information) provided
by smartphones. Playlists are generated based on the location of the user, path and past
listening preferences.
In MusicSim, Chen and Butz [25] presented a prototype for browsing and organizing
large music collections that integrates audio analysis with user feedback into a highly interactive user interface. Along with other approaches, the 2D visualization clusters similar
songs according to acoustic features. Additionally, it provides interactive control mechanisms for users to split or join clusters of songs they think are (or are not) similar. This
feedback not only configures the system but also keeps the user in control of the browsing
and playlist creation tasks. Users can generate playlists using similarity-based methods, by
selecting a cluster from the visualizations.
MuVis [32] is another approach to explore large music collections that supports playlist
creation through the use of semantic-ordered treemaps. This approach used content-based
similarity between artists (Fluctuation Patterns [77]) for creating the treemaps. MuVis
supported playlist creation by either individually selecting each song, or using a similaritybased generation (as explained in Section 3.2.2). The latter approach consisted in two
techniques: i) selecting a limited number of songs for a playlist, from the previously filtered
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songs; ii) a continuous playlist generation using the songs already in the playlist. Torrens
et al. [85] also used treemap visualizations to represent music collections, and supported
playlist creation by manually selecting and combining regions of interest in the map.
Musicovery7 is a web-radio that plays songs according to our mood. This solution
allows users to select a mood in a 2D space (vertical axis calm-energetic, horizontal axis
dark-positive). Playlists are radio-style, where songs are played in sequence based on their
similarity. However, no details about similarity are given.

Graphs For a long time, graphs have been studied in mathematics and information technology, and when data is organized in some form of network structure it can be represented as
graphs [66]. Representing and accessing music collections using graphs is not an exception.
Crampes et al. [28] presented an innovative approach that makes use of a graph-based
visualization to support playlist creation. Their approach is supported through the MultiDimensional Scaling projection (MDS) of 46 songs, that is used to scale the solution to
thousands of songs. This technique creates “artistic regions” in the landscape which can
later be used to create adapted and personalized playlists.
Gouyon et al. [43] proposed RAMA, a solution for browsing and exploring music collections through similarity between songs using graphs. Graphs are created using similarity
between artists, artist popularity in Last.fm and relationships between them. This similarity is represented in the graph by the length of the edges, with longer edges meaning less
similarity. Although playlist creation starts with suggestions from the solution, most of it is
performed manually by users.
Carreira [21] described an approach for browsing personal music collections using a
graph of the similarities between artists, created through the combination of acoustic features with lyrics from the songs. Playlist creation is supported by automatically exploring
the similarities between the artists, for example, by selecting one in the graph visualization,
or by manually filtering the music collections.
Smarter Playlists8 is an online web application for supporting the automated creation of
playlists using a graph-based visualization. This interactive visualization allows the combination of different sources of songs, like for instance, Artist Radios, Genres or even other
playlists, to generate new playlists by defining the steps for their generation (like a script).
Moreover, the creators can not only combine different sources of songs, but also apply a set
of conditions to specify how song filtering is performed. However, although the structure of
the playlist is created manually with creators defining its flow, the final playlist is generated
automatically, with no possibility to control the final playlist. Nonetheless, this work stands
out as an innovative effort to support playlist creation.
Other techniques: dots and circles, radar Other less typical techniques have also
been applied to support interactive playlist creation, from which we highlight the works
developed by Goto [41], Vignoli et al. [89], Cardoso et al. [20] and Hilliges et al. [48].
Musicream is a solution for streaming, sticking, sorting, and recalling musical pieces
[41]. This technique is based on random mechanisms for the displacement of songs, which
the authors defend as an interesting approach for promoting serendipitous discovery of

7 http://musicovery.com/
8 http://smarterplaylists.playlistmachinery.com/
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songs. They implemented the concept of metaplaylist, a playlist composed of several
playlists that makes it possible to go back in time to retrieve previous playlists. Playlist generation is supported through similarity-based functions: users start by selecting one song
and similar songs are joined automatically to form the playlist.
Vignoli et al. proposed an approach to browse and discover music collections for mobile
devices [89]. Rhythm and mood were extracted as main features from acoustic properties
to represent the songs in the visualization. The 2D plot can be configured by users, who
can select rhythm, mood, genre and year for each one of the axis. Playlist generation is
supported by drawing a path over the plot, with the artists (songs) close to the line being
added to the playlist.
MOODetector [20] is a solution for automatic playlist generation using mood. The
authors extended a typical music player with a mechanism that automatically estimates
the arousal and valence values in the Thayer plane (TP). Songs arousal and valence values are calculated using acoustic features. Playlists can be generated using one of three
different methods: i) based on a seed song; ii) based on a path drawn by the user; iii) via
“instantaneous search” (and combined with the previous two).
Hilliges et al. proposed a radar metaphor for visualizing and browsing large music collections called AudioRadar [48]. This solution uses similarity between songs (determined
based on content characteristics) and four axis to represent their features: slow-fast, cleanrough, calm-turbulent and melodic-rhythmic. The center of the radar displays the song
selected by the user and the remaining ones are placed in the radar accordingly to the similarity values. Playlist creation is performed manually by users, letting them define a range
of values for some of the properties of the songs (for example: speed, rhythm and tone), and
also their mood.

3.3.6 Advantages and drawbacks
Assisted playlist creation using visualization techniques can combine both manual and automated solutions in a single approach. Not only these visualization techniques can get the
best from both types of solutions, but they also are interactive, transparent, promote control
and engage users while they are creating playlists.
Nonetheless, visualization techniques can easily become too complex [66], especially
when target for non-expert users, like for instance, the end users of streaming services.
Therefore, while creating interactive visualizations, researchers should bear in mind the
characteristics and limitations of their target users.

3.4 Summary
In this section we approached playlist creation through three perspectives: manual, automatic and assisted. We highlighted the main properties of each approach, detailing relevant
related work, and pointing their main advantages and drawbacks.
Moreover, by balancing the benefits and drawbacks of each approach, assisted playlisting techniques appear as the most promising ones for playlist creation, because they can
combine both manual and automated solutions in a single approach. Assisted techniques
still provide control of playlist creation, possibly requiring less effort and time from creators. However, as far as we known, no thoughtful evaluation or study have been conducted
so far to confirm this fact. Testing several visualization techniques with different creation
profiles seem a promising path to research.
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4 Analysis and discussion
In the previous section we described state-of-the-art research on each different playlist
creation method, emphasizing their main advantages and drawbacks. Here we start by analyzing and discussing the methods separately, stressing out how they can complement each
other, and finish this section with a comparative analysis between the three.

4.1 Manual playlist creation
Manual creation is the simplest approach for playlist creation and allows users to hold absolute control. Nonetheless, despite its simplicity, selecting and filtering music collections is
a hard task and very time consuming, especially because nowadays collections are getting
larger [32].
Analysis of current research has evidenced that there is still a need to perform more
research to understand current playlist creation habits and behaviors of users [30], particularly while using streaming services that provide access to millions of songs. Furthermore,
understanding how users browse and collect songs is also mandatory to develop more
adapted solutions. A preliminary study by Hagen [44] presents findings on how users create
and manage their playlists in a streaming service. Hagen found out heterogeneous behaviors
on the management of the playlists based on ”structural and contextual schemes of aggregating music”, and also that different levels of user control lead to diverse playlist practices.
These practices shed light on new ways of gathering music using streaming services but
also demonstrates other techniques that come from pre-digital collecting. Nonetheless, no
statistical evidence of these results can be demonstrated, because only 12 participants took
part in the study. Further research is required not only to validate these results, but also to
develop new solutions that can help playlist creators to easily select songs for their playlists.
Another interesting issue to explore is the behavior of playlist creators, in a similar fashion to what Jennings did for listening habits [51]. As far as we know, no profiling of creation
habits and behaviors has been performed. Different profiles could shed some light on different creation habits, useful to adapt and improve future solutions. These profiles could be
a valuable asset not only to characterize playlist creators, but also to support personalization
of playlist creation solutions, such as, adapting the level of control provided. For example,
while some users carefully select each song for a playlist, others might just add some songs
from an album or artist. The playlist creation styles described by Lehtiniemi et al. [60] might
be a good starting point for future research.

4.2 Automatic playlist creation
Thanks to the increasingly higher computational power available, automatic methods have
gained more popularity [14]. Indeed, as we have discussed so far, these methods are useful
to promote song discovery and serendipitous discoveries, with little effort [23]. Moreover, these solutions also have the capability of implicitly capturing users’ preferences and
addressing them individually [34].
Recently, one of the non-traditional methods that have gained importance for handling
large data are deep learning techniques [10]. These type of techniques attempt to model
high-level abstractions in data by using a deep graph with multiple processing layers. Their
main goal is to make better representations and create models to learn these representations
from large-scale unlabeled data, through the use of deep neural networks, convolutional
deep neural networks, deep belief networks and recurrent neural networks. Until now, and
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to the best of our knowledge, these techniques have only been applied to music recommendation [63, 86, 91, 92] and not to the subject of playlist generation. Even commercial
solutions for music streaming like Spotify9 have tried these techniques in their environment.
Nonetheless, based on the latest trends in music consumption through the use of playlists
in streaming services and the access to their large music catalogue, we believe that new
playlist generation techniques can benefit from research in deep learning approaches.
Automatic playlisting solutions are only concerned about the algorithms and their optimization, while playlist creators remain apart from this process, having a passive role
during creation [78]. With more and more people using streaming services, there are plenty
of opportunities to apply and evaluate these techniques in real world scenarios. Furthermore, with millions of users registered in these services, their feedback can help tune the
algorithms and improve them with little cost and effort.
Nonetheless, it is important again to emphasize the lack of control of these methods [74].
More research is required to study the application of different levels of control for heterogeneous profiles. For example, creators that crave for more control can benefit from increased
customization and parameterizable techniques, while others who need less control, just need
a generate button that creates playlists with music they would like. Despite the differences
of these potential solutions, they would all benefit from including feedback from creators to
personalize the suggestions [54, 88].

4.3 Assisted playlist creation
The analysis of the state-of-the-art research suggests that assisted approaches seem to stand
out as the best techniques for playlist creation. They can support a fully manual solution, with creators having absolute control over playlist creation, or a completely automatic
one, with no control at all. Nonetheless, the analysis performed so far suggests that a
more balanced approach seems to be the most promising solution. For example, a solution
that allows manual creation with suggestions from automatic techniques could be a mixed
approach with the best of both worlds, keeping control but also promoting song discovery
and serendipity. Once again, research on different profiles for playlist creation could shed
some light on the development of these techniques.
Despite the indicators that suggest that these techniques seem to stand out as the most
promising approaches, it is important to notice that further research on the topic is required
through several directions, such as, the relationship with different creation profiles, the
implementation of different levels of control or the comparison between visualization
techniques that support creating the playlists.
In short, the analysis we performed in previous section indicates that: i) maps have been
the most used visualization technique for supporting access to music collections, as they are
able to represent large sets of data with limited space at the cost of a high level of abstraction
[25, 53, 71, 85]; ii) several research works support interaction through path drawing for
playlist generation, as a way to engage users in the process of creation [20, 64, 70, 71, 89];
iii) similarity-based techniques (see Section 3.2.2) are the most used for the automatic part
of playlist generation, mostly because they can be fully automatized [21, 32, 43]; iv) content
(acoustic) features are the most common properties used for generation, mostly because
their extraction can also be performed automatically [21, 32, 70, 71, 89].

9 http://benanne.github.io/2014/08/05/spotify-cnns.html
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4.4 Experimental evaluation
Evaluation in manual techniques is mostly concerned about understanding the creators
habits, behaviors and needs for playlist creation [30, 84]. Because manual playlist creation typically involves selecting and picking songs individually for the playlists, evaluation
methods do not usually consider playlist quality, but instead they discriminate how creators
look for songs, the criteria they use for searching or the contexts for which they create the
playlists. Questionnaires, in-person interviews and direct observation are some of the methods employed. Furthermore, sometimes the data collected in these experiments is used as
input to train the algorithms in automatic approaches.
For automatic playlist generation techniques, the major goal in the experimental evaluation is to assess the quality of the final playlists generated [14]. To this end, according to
both [14] and [67], the quality of the playlists can be measured by performing a subjective
evaluation through questionnaires and user feedback, or using a more objective (and automatic) approach, typically based on the analysis of the properties of the songs within the
playlists or their sequence. In subjective experiments, participants usually compare and rate
the playlists generated by one or more algorithms [7, 75] according to some properties, like
for instance, the overall perception of quality and consistency of the playlists, the number of
songs that they think that fit in the playlist, or the characteristics of the songs that influenced
their perception of quality. On one side, these experiments allow developers to understand
the perceived quality of the playlists generate by their algorithms regardless how good they
perform in terms of objective measures, but on the other side, these techniques are timeconsuming and cumbersome, as a high number of participants is required to dilute personal
preferences that could masquerade the true results. Usually, objective techniques are cheaper
and faster to use, since almost no human intervention is required. Examples of objectives
measures include prediction accuracy of measuring how accurately the algorithms can predict the best songs for a playlist given some previous songs [14], or determining quality by
measuring a set of features that intrinsically make a good playlist, like the ones identified
in previous research: diversity, homogeneity, novelty, freshness, familiarity, smoothness of
transitions [67].
Finally, the experimental evaluation of assisted playlisting techniques can usually focus
on a two-fold approach [21, 32]: i) measure how effective, efficient and useful the interactive techniques are for playlist creation, and ii) the quality of the final playlists. The same
approaches based on user feedback [7, 29, 75] can be applied in these techniques for the
two parts. Nonetheless, it is not unusual to rely on automatic metrics as the first step in the
evaluation stage.

4.5 Comparison between techniques
The playlist creation process is all about selecting a set of songs to listen to. Besides
playing them in sequence or shuffling, we should be able to somehow control the creation process, either by selecting and reordering the songs, filtering out the collection,
etc. Overall, we want to keep some variety (or diversity), but maintaining a certain familiarity, while at the same time promoting serendipitous (re)discoveries to listeners (see
Fig. 3d for a representation of an ideal method for playlist creation). Regardless of how the
approaches we described throughout this paper tackle these issues, they all focus on creating the best playlists that can satisfy the listeners. In Table 6 we compare the three methods
presented (manual, automatic and assisted) according to six properties, namely, Control,
Engagement, Trustiness, Song Selection, Serendipity promotion and Adaptability to
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Fig. 3 Analysis of the different methods of playlist creation

the listening preferences, divided in properties for the creator and the listener. These properties were selected based on the discussion performed throughout this survey, both for
creators and for listeners.
Manual creation is good because people like and trust handcrafted playlists. It gives
control over song selection and ordering. During the creation people are engaged, because
users are in charge of all the decisions and actions performed. Despite these benefits, manual

Table 6 Comparison of the different approaches for playlist creation
Creation technique
Target
Creators

Listeners

Properties

Manual

Automatic

Interactive
Moderate

Control

High

–

Engagement

High

–

High

Song selection

Hard

–

Moderate

Serendipity

Moderate

–

Moderate

Trustiness

High

Low

High

Adapt to listening preferences

Moderate

High

Moderate
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creation is time-consuming, and song selection from large collections is hard. Even harder
to embed or lookup for songs in the long tail, or new releases, because all the decisions and
effort is put on the creator (see Fig. 3a for a graphic representation of the Manual Creation
method profile).
Automatic creation can easily select and filter songs from large collections (even those
from the long tail) usually without any effort from the creators (reason why we do not
considered this approaches for analysis in Table 6). They can create playlists suitable for
listeners’ tastes, as they can easily and without manual interaction model their preferences
from different perspectives or facets. However, automatic mechanisms remove all the control from creators, which have been proven to directly decrease listeners’ trustiness in the
final playlists (see Fig. 3b for the representation of the Automatic Creation method profile).
Assisted techniques are hybrid approaches for playlist creation: not only they engage
and give control to users, but they can also assist in the creation by combining manual
with automatic methods. Moreover, the automatic component can adapt to users’ tastes and
promote serendipity (see Fig. 3c). Notice however, that the line between giving some control
or full control is thin. Though control is good, too much control can be as bad as no control
at all. Perhaps different levels of control should be considered as previously discussed in
[40], and once again, concerning the different playlist creation profiles.

5 Conclusions
Music listening has become ubiquitous. Either using personal collections or through streaming services, people can listen to millions of songs almost any time and anywhere without
really needing to have those songs. However, with this shift in music consumption and
listening, several problems appeared, especially about selecting songs from large music collections to create playlists for the different needs of users. Playlists have been used for
several purposes, such as expressing a feeling or conveying a message, joining songs for a
certain activity, or even to access such vast music collections. Nonetheless, creating playlists
from these large collections also has its challenges.
Playlist creation has been tackled from three different perspectives, namely, manual creation, automated generation and through the use of assisted techniques. In this work we
summarized insights from these three perspectives about playlist creation, highlighting their
main advantages and drawbacks, and describing how their combination can lead to better
playlist creation approaches. This analysis provides evidence that assisted approaches that
combine automated with manual techniques stand out as the path to follow for supporting
the creation of playlists. They engage users in the creation task, maintaining control and
making the process more transparent and enjoyable. However, more research is needed to
validate these results.
Regardless of the types of technique used for playlist creation, they all share some characteristics, like for instance, the properties to consider for song selection, song inclusion or
exclusion from a playlist, or even the use of visual elements for browsing music collections
and supporting playlist creation. We believe that some research is mandatory to summarize
such knowledge in a future conceptual framework. Such a framework would not only provide fundamental concepts for future research, but also support the development of more
adapted and personalized playlist creation approaches. Furthermore, following experiments
should also focus on characterizing playlist creation profiles, to possibly unveil common
behaviors, and design a taxonomy for playlist creators.
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